EVENTS THIS WEEK

For a full list of events that are happening, visit the management club calendar.

Monday, December 11

Study Day - no classes

Tuesday, December 12

Study Day until 4 pm—No classes until 4 pm; final exams begin at 4pm

FLS - Pin the Nose on the Snowman Charity Event
12:00 pm in Fulton Honors Common
Come pin the nose on the snowman and raise money for holiday gifts for local children!
Pop-Up Cookie Decorating
12:00 pm in the Fulton Honors Common

Wednesday, December 13
First day of exams

Visit our Academic Advising Google Site: tinyurl.com/csomadvisingsite

Need to meet with an academic advisor this week?
You can make an appointment with your advisor on Navigate.

Take a summer class abroad - still spaces left!!

The Ethics of Capitalism: Flourishing in a Commercial Society in Copenhagen
Join Prof Jeremy Evans for a 4 week seminar in one of the most beautiful and lively cities in the world to examine the relationship between human happiness and the institutions of commercial life. Denmark is often rated as one of the happiest nations in the world, so it provides an ideal backdrop to explore how its unique economic and social institutions contribute to human well-being. This course also satisfies a Philosophy elective for majors/minors. Reach out to Prof Evans with any questions (evansjv@bc.edu).

Marketing for Digital Nomads: Building the Skills You Need for the Remote Work Revolution in Madrid
Digital Marketing is evolving and changing the way companies do business. Hence, knowledge workers have more freedom than ever before to live and work wherever they wish, thanks to the development of exciting new digital tools and collaboration approaches. One of the most accessible and affordable growing hubs for these international remote workers (i.e., digital nomads) is Madrid, Spain where this course will be based. Class is taught by Prof. Peter Nunziata.

Find out more about these courses (and many more) on the OGE website.

Spring+Summer2024: Schiller Institute international project-based course opportunity
A sequence of two, 1-credit courses featuring 1) weekly meetings in Spring 2024 taught by faculty experts in community-engaged collaboration, project management, leadership, and intercultural competence; and 2) a three-week immersive in Quilpué, Vina del Mar, or Santiago, Chile or Zanzibar, Tanzania over three weeks in late May through mid-June.
Students must apply for this course. Selected students will work on these projects in small interdisciplinary teams. More information about the course and projects can be found on the linked application.
Rolling deadline. Apply by December 4th for priority consideration.
Need a study break? The Schiller Institute is hosting two interactive sessions featuring BC’s COP 28 delegation, reporting live from Dubai. COP is organized by the United Nations and is the largest international climate change conference in the world. December 4th and 11th, 11am-12pm 245 Beacon St, Room 501 (free lunch included)

---

**CAREERS THIS WEEK**

**Highlighted Career Opportunities**
Check out this list of interesting opportunities that may not be available on Handshake.

**Passionate about the PMC?**
Pan-Mass Challenge has two internships open for Summer 2024! Check out those opportunities on the non-profit’s career page.

**Using AI in the Career Search**
How can you effectively utilize ChatGPT in searching for interviews, getting started with cover letters and preparing for interviews? The BC Career Center has a helpful page on incorporating AI tools in the process (along with things to be careful of). Check out the page here.

**CSOM Data on Job Outcomes**
What do CSOM grads go on to do? What are the real numbers? Take a look at very recent data from the Class of 2021 and 2022 on the CSOM Job Outcomes page. See where in the country students land and who the employers are by numbers. Obtain salary information and view the breakdown by industry and career field.

**Interested in Opportunities in Sports?**
Looking for internships in sports? Follow Sports Business Ventures on LinkedIn. The organization routinely posts opportunities with the league and individual teams.

Visit the Career Advising Google Site: tinyurl.com/csomcareersite

---

**LEADERSHIP THIS WEEK**

**Start@Shea Accelerator Application**
Due December 21st at 11:59 PM
Start@Shea’s annual accelerator program application is now open! Accelerate@Shea is a 9-week program providing student startups with weekly workshops to help grow your startup, mentorship from experienced professionals, $1,500 in equity-free funding, and a community filled with like-minded student founders! Learn more and apply here: https://www.startatshea.com/accelerator
IF YOU HAVE NEWS OR UPCOMING EVENTS THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO SUBMIT TO THE NEWSLETTER, PLEASE SUBMIT THE DETAILS ON THIS FORM BY THURSDAY AT 5:00PM.